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Overview

Call Number: PC0140
Creator: Stanford University
Title: Stanford student life photograph collection
Dates: circa 1980-2004
Physical Description: 0.5 Linear feet
Language(s): The materials are in English.
Repository: Department of Special Collections and University Archives
Green Library
557 Escondido Mall
Stanford, CA 94305-6064
Email: specialcollections@stanford.edu
Phone: (650) 725-1022
URL: http://library.stanford.edu/spc
Materials were transferred from an unidentified campus office, 2005.

Information about Access
Access: materials are open to research use.

Cite As
[identification of item], Stanford Student Life Photograph Collection (PC0140). Department of Special Collections and University Archives, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, Calif.

Scope and Contents note
This collection of prints and negatives came from an unidentified Stanford office and were likely used in the production of publications oriented to incoming students; subjects include academics, athletics, buildings, life on campus and in dorms, and portraits of individuals and groups of people. Most of images are not annotated nor are the photographers noted.

Access Terms
Stanford University--Student housing.
Stanford University--Students.

Photographs circa 1980-2004